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the panel received were
a great endorsement of the continuing demand for garden
design through the worst of the financial crisis.
The judges were hoping to see excellent and creative
use of materials and a shift away from the ubiquitous
use of concrete rendered walls! And they were well
rewarded with a wide range of design styles, solving
a cross-section of problem sites - such as Andrew
Wenham's treatment of a 7m high retaining wall,
running the garden through the vertical elevation, and
Nigel Philips' pond on a steeply sloping site. Would you
have guessed that Johanna Gibbon's garden ran over
a large basement that extended the full length of the
garden? It is great to see design solutions emerge from
the collaboration of garden designers and landscapers
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with architects, so that the outside space harmonises
with the house and the surrounding landscape.
Key requisites for the gardens selected included
the excellence of the workmanship and the design
detailing, use of materials and junctions - a credit
to both, designers and contractors. Budgets varied
enormously, and even with modest budgets Helen
Voisey, Tracey McQue and Sara Jane Rothwell all
achieved striking transformations for their clients.
Interestingly, the judges didn't notice a specific
trend emerging. There was no one pushing the
boundaries of sustainability, lowering carbon footprints.
So, can we now look forward to new, exciting and
sustainably designed gardens in 2010?
Helen Billetop. Chairman of the Judging Panel
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FAMILY GARDEN, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON
Andrew Wenham MSGD | Andrew Wenham Garden Design www.andrew-wenham.co.uk

Garden details
The whole plot is approx 1,050m2
(back and roof garden 435m2)
Aspect

South-westerly

Started

Sept 2008

Imported, multi-purpose to BS 3882
Completed

May 2009
Over £250,000

Design fee

10 per cent

Contractors

Lorens Von Ehren (Bonsai pines), Aldingbourne Nurseries
(living wall), Signature Stone Ltd (stonework), The Garden
Company Ltd. (soft landscape)
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Brief
The clients have a young family and wanted
to maximise lawn space. The brief was to
create interest and a feeling of connection
from the foldback that looks out on to the
garden from several different directions.
They also wanted interesting water, places
to sit and lighting.

Design

the building, allowing for layers of planting;
three wave shaped bonsai Pinus banksiana
creating visual depth without disrupting the
play area below.
Further bonsai pines were used,
together with the same paving, on the roof
terrace. Cohesion was further enhanced by
the high planters appearing to be on the
same level. The vertical slate waterfall can
be appreciated from several key outlooks.

This project offered a rare chance to work
with high walls. The garden had been
extended into the rear bank so that the
back elevation was approx 7m in height.
The aim of the design was to reduce the
oppressive feel of the necessary retaining
walls. Maximising the available ground area
meant the garden was being designed 'on
the walls'.
Different planes of hard and soft
materials were used to connect and
disguise boundaries, including: the curved
paddlestone wall; trellis over the garden
room doors running through two adjacent
boundaries; separating layers of planting
and living wall; a wave of pleached
Hornbeam connecting the upper and lower
garden; 3 to 5.5m high planters, partly over
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